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Summer Vacations !

A session full of toil with a march into the new session has been of meaningful
consequence.
The summer has been fine, life seems to be rejuvenating out of the clutches of
the pandemic and purpose calls aloud. The summer break has given us all the
space to gather ourselves once again and move on into the call of service.
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These holidays...remember to
stay in touch. Physical, not social
distancing should be the norm.

Students utilised their time to create
beautiful projects and generated awareness
regarding consumer rights, our environment
amongst many others...

Know Your Teacher !
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Pre-Primary Teacher
Part of the DPS Family since '07

Loves to learn
new things
related to
technology
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P.S- She's open
to a treat!

"Children are the
world's most
valuable resource
and its best hope
for the future."
John F Kennedy

What is the role of a teacher at the
pre-primary level?
We teach students basic etiquettes.
From teaching table manners to
inculcating moral values in them,
teachers play a very vital role at this
stage.

In this world where time goes by veritably
presto, socialization is a panacea. A person's
mind is like a new world which can alter their
beliefs from ordinary consciousness, distorting
reality, acting as tinted spectacles. Academic
achievements, extra-curriculars, pretensions,
dreams, bourns frequently leave people
separated from their social terrain. We don’t
communicate with everyone, partaking a
significant quantum of our time with except
assigned group systems, which forces us to
frequently perform in missed openings, creative
ideas and new connections. But we as mortal
beings born into a society can not serve well
without the social element. People frequently
find comfort in social commerce; some enjoy the
collective gests and some say these relations
keep them motivated, help them do better in
life. The capability to fraternize is a crucial
strength to an individual's character. Bare social
hassles can increase your dopamine and drop
your stress levels, especially in these delicate
times. Enjoying your own company is great but
socializing can also help us escape our minds and
gain new perceptivity about our terrain.
-Darshita Goswami, 11F

